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Java

Java is a general-purpose programming language that is object-oriented, class-
based, and made to have some implementation needs as conceivable.

It is basically designed to allow the application developers to write the code in Java
for once, run anywhere, it means that Java code when compiled can be executed
on all podiums that support Java without any recompilation need.

The applications in Java are assembled to bytecode that you can run on Java virtual
machine (JVM) irrespective of the system architecture. Some of the programs in
Java have a status of being sluggish and consume more memory as compared to the
code written in C++ language.



Java

The Java is multi-platform programming that’s is an ideal option for networking.

Obviously, typically this language is used in the web development with Java
applets. Nevertheless, Java is also used to make programs that can be run on
different platforms, as it is quite similar to the C++ syntax and structure.

For programmers of C++, Java is an easy language to understand and learn and it
also provides some benefits offered by the object-oriented programming.

You must understand the fact that it can be hard to write a well-organized coding
in Java. But currently the Java speed has increased and Java 1.5 version provides
some good structures for making the programming easier.



PHP

The PHP is a kind of scripting language that can also be used to design web pages.

If you want to make some website rapidly, it is the finest option available in the market,
and as a result, it also contains features that would allow you to generate a link to
databases and HTTP headers easily.

PHP is a scripting language that comprises some components allows the programmer to
effortlessly get up to speed. Nevertheless, it has more complex features of object-
oriented programming.



PHP

The PHP is basically designed to make the web pages and from time to time it is used as a
scripting language. As a scripting language, it comprises a set of components that allow
the developers to improve the overall speed. This language would help you to make a
website and by using the amazing features of the PHP you can also create the links to the
databases of the website.

Nevertheless, Php features are said to be more sophisticated than other object-oriented
languages. Other than web development, you can also use the PHP can be used for many
other tasks related to programming, for example, it can be used in the robotic drone
control and standalone graphical applications. Basic functionality of the object-oriented
languages is also added in the version PHP 3 and enhanced in PHP 4.





C++ Programming

For the project with a larger scope, the C++ is an ideal option because of its object-oriented
structure. By using this language, the programmers can cooperate one program into other
components or even one separate work on program’s all part. The object-oriented
structure, in this language also allows the code written in C++ to be reused. So, it can be
said that C++ is a well-organized language. When it comes to the selection of programming
language, not very much depends on your personal choice and your requirements. For
most of the programmers, it is a good option to select.

C++ was made with a biasness toward system programming, resource-constrained
software, embedded and large systems, with flexibility, performance¸ and efficiency of use
as its design. Its language is very useful in numerous contexts, with major strengths being
the infrastructure of software and resource-constrained apps, including servers, desktop
apps, (such as Web search, SQL servers or e-commerce), and performance-critical apps
(such as space probes or telephone switches)



C Language

The C language is a very popular programming language and it is a basic band
simple language, mainly used in programming for game, C language includes the
added C++ packing; The programmers prefer to use C language as it makes the
program faster. Though, the overall credibility of this also provides the C++reusability
to get a minor rise in the performance of C. C is also said to be a domineering
procedural language. It was made to be executed by using a comparatively upfront
compiler to offer low-level memory access and it also plots that map proficiently to
machine commands, all with slight support at runtime. There is no doubt that its
capabilities are low, the language was made to inspire programming on cross-
platform. A C program standards-compliant written with transportability can be
executed on various operating systems and computer platforms with few variations
to its codding. The C language is also accessible on numerous platforms, from
supercomputers to fixed microcontrollers.





Fortran Language

Fortran permits different variables sizes up to the memory space in the system. This
language is a collection of crunching languages that are used by scientists. It is an ideal
choice for the engineers, who need to compute high precision values.

The Fortran program is very inflexible that also make the readability of the code more
difficult. Fortran language is a useful language for engineers to perform high precision
calculations.



Fortran Language

Fortran includes a versions lineage, that progressed to add some extensions while it
typically gets some compatibility with preceding versions. Some of the consecutive
versions of this provides additional support for object-oriented programming (Fortran
2003), character-based data processing and structured programming (FORTRAN 77),
concurrent programming (Fortran 2008),

Fortran high performance (Fortran 95), modular programming, generic programming,
and array programming (Fortran 90), and native capabilities of parallel computing.
The design of the Fortran language was the base for numerous other languages. You
might hear about BASIC, that is also based on FORTRAN II with many syntax cleanups,
particularly better logical constructions, and some changes to work more simply in a
collaborative setting.



COBOL

The COBOL is mainly used in finance, administrative, and business systems for
governments and companies.

This is still extensively used in legacy apps positioned on computers mainframe, for
example, transaction processing jobs and large-scale batch. But because of its decreasing
fame and the skilled COBOL programmer’s retirement, all of the programs written on it
are now migrated to other platforms, replaced with recent languages or other software
packages.

Most COBOL programming is to preserve existing apps. COBOL also have an English-like
syntax, that was made to be highly readable and self-documenting.





Pascal Language

The Pascal is typically a teaching language and there are just very few industries using it
for the programing purposes.

Pascal inclines to use keywords in place of braces and symbols in the C language. So, it
can be said that this language is easy to learn and understand for the beginners to get
skilled on as compared with the C++, C languages.

The Borland is a software company, that is also using the Delphi for improving its
industrial potential. The Delphi is said to be an object-oriented language of Pascal, and
currently, Borland compilers software company is the only organization use it. Pascal
language is easy to learn and understand language for beginners.



Pascal Language

The Pascal was affected by the efforts of ALGOL W, with some of the clear goals of
making a language that will be effectual in both the run-time and compiler, permit for
the development of the well-structured program, and to be valuable for structured
programming teaching to the students.

A student’s generation used Pascal as a preliminary language in academic courses. The
Pascal originally is a completely procedural and comprises the ALGOL-like array control
structures with some reserved words for example then, if, while, else, case ranging and
for, on a begin-end statements block or a sole statement. Pascal has some of the data
structuring theories not comprised of original types of ALGOL 60, like variants, records,
enumerations, pointers, and sets and pointers.





Scheme Language

The scheme is also used as the substitute for the LISP language (LISP is typically used in
computer science study and its syntax is easy and simple for the developers for
structures implementations.), it has simpler features and syntax. Under the scheme, the
project results in LISP language re-implementation. The scheme is one of the most
popular preliminary languages in the computer science field.

This language simply solves the difficulties rather than worrying about programming
syntaxes. If you have no programming knowledge than it is a good language to start
your codding with because of its easy and simple syntax. Scheme language is a popular
language with simple syntax and features.



Differences between Machine and 
Assembly Languages



Differences between Compiler and 
Interrupter


